
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

Weekly Commentary             Week of 02/29/2016 
  
The Markets and the Economy (as of market close February 26, 2016) 
 
Last week saw the majority of the global markets that HCM incorporates into our 
diversified models continue to make progress following the reversal that occurred in 
mid-February. 
 
We are of the opinion that we have endured the worst part of a cyclical correction as 
part of an extended bottoming process.  This is why HCM’s Advance and Defend™ 
portfolios continue to stay invested and why HCM Strategic Allocations are being 
rebalanced.  We hope to see continued strength in both short-term momentum and 
longer-term indicators. 
 
We would also like to see improvement in factors that suggest investors’ risk appetite is 
returning.  These would include: 
 

• The VIX (measures market volatility) and other volatility indices reaching lower 
highs on sell-offs 

• Improving performance from oil and other commodities, commodity currencies 
and the relative strength of the resource-sector 

• Narrowing credit spreads, rising high yield bond prices, and improving relative 
strength in the ACWI Financials sector 

• Weakening relative strength in the defensive sectors such as Consumer Staples, 
Telecom and Utilities 

 
Last Week's Headlines 
 
• The "second" estimate of the gross domestic product was a little better than the first 

as the GDP advanced 1.0%, which is 0.3 percentage points above the initial fourth 
quarter estimate. The GDP, which is the broadest measure of economic activity in 
the United States, increased 2.0% in the third quarter and 3.9% in the second.  
 

• The advance report on the trade deficit in goods for January shows the trade gap 
widening to $62.2 billion, compared with $61.5 billion in December. Both exports 
(2.9%) and imports (1.5%) decreased for the month. 
 

• The Conference Board Consumer Confidence Index®, which had increased 
moderately in January, declined in February. The index now stands at 92.2, down 
from 97.8 in January. The index was reflective of surveyed consumers' weakened 
assessment of current business conditions, apprehension about their personal 
financial situations, and, to a lesser degree, labor market prospects 

 
• According to the latest report from the Bureau of Economic Analysis, consumers 

increased spending in January, as personal spending increased 0.5% from 
December. An indicator of inflationary trends relied upon by the Fed, core personal 
consumption expenditures (excluding volatile food and energy costs) gained 0.3% in 
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January and is 1.7% ahead of the same period last year as it inches toward the 
Fed's inflation target of 2.0%.  

 

 
 

 
• For the week ended February 20, there were 272,000 initial claims for 

unemployment insurance, an increase of 10,000 from the prior week's unrevised 
level of 262,000. For the week ended February 13, the advance number for 
continuing unemployment insurance claims was 2,253,000, a decrease of 19,000 
from the previous week's revised level. The advance seasonally adjusted insured 
unemployment rate remained at 1.7% for the week ended February 13.  

 
Eye on the Week Ahead  
Important economic information available this week centers on two sectors that have 
not been particularly favorable of late: manufacturing and international trade. On the 
other hand, the Bureau of Labor Statistics releases its latest figures on the employment 
situation, which has been one of the few economic bright spots over the last several 
months.  
 
Key Dates for Reports and Data Releases 
 

3/1: PMI Manufacturing Index, ISM Manufacturing Index 
3/3: Productivity and costs, factory orders, ISM Non-Manufacturing Index 
3/4: Employment situation, international trade 

 
Weekly Focus – Think About It  
 
“Change almost never fails because it's too early. It almost always fails because it's too 
late.” ― Seth Godin 

 
 

HCM Mission Statement 
We work passionately to help our clients and their families enjoy a financially independent life by 
providing sophisticated wealth planning solutions. 
 
Disclaimer 
Please do not send trade requests via email, as they must be made in person or by telephone.  Any tax or 
other advice contained in this document, including any attachments, is not intended and cannot be used 
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for the purpose of avoiding penalties under Internal Revenue Code. No action should be taken on any 
information contained in this message without first consulting with your tax/legal advisors regarding the 
tax/legal consequences for your particular circumstances. 
 
Additional Notes: 

• The Standard & Poor’s 500 (S&P 500) is an unmanaged group of securities considered to be 
representative of the stock market in general. 

• Opinions expressed are subject to change without notice and are not intended as investment 
advice or to predict future performance. 

• Past performance does not guarantee future results. 
• You cannot invest directly in an index. 
• Consult your financial professional before making any investment decisions. 
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